
TAKING CARE OF YOUR X10D EXTENSIONS

Congratulations! You have just purchased the finest quality 100% Human Hair Extensions. A few simple
precautions are necessary to ensure your extensions remain in the same excellent condition as when you
purchased them.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR X10D EXTENSIONS

Before washing, brush your extensions from top to bottom, avoiding the top of the extensions with your loop brush.

1. Apply shampoo and slide your fingers downwards as though you were combing your hair with your fingers,
from top to bottom, never from bottom to top, or side to side. This avoids unnecessary tangling of the
extensions. Please avoid engaging the top of the extensions with your fingers while washing your hair.

2. Please use only the Finest Professional Shampoos & Conditioners, designed for Dry Color Processed
Hair.  Do Not Leave the Rinse-out Conditioner in Your Hair for More than One Minute & be sure to
Rinse Thoroughly from top to bottom, leaving no conditioner residue in the hair. Always avoid the top of
the extensions while applying any shampoos or conditioners to your hair.

3. After washing and styling, please use a high intensity a Leave-in  De-tangling Conditioner.  This will
ensure that the extension hair is well hydrated & always remains beautiful & healthy.

4. Never use towels which contain a fabric softener used in the dryer cycle such as "Bounce" sheets!
The softening chemicals used in the dryer cycle sheets will be transferred from the towel, to the extensions
& will be reactivated by the blow dryer & damage the extensions. Towels softened with a liquid fabric
softener in the rinse cycle are fine, as the softening chemicals are rinsed out from the towels.

5. It is always best to style the hair after it has almost completely dried, and before using any leave-in
conditioners or oils.  You may use any styling tools you desire, including blow dryers, curling or flat-irons,
hot rollers...etc.  When styling, blow drying, curling, flat-ironing, or conditioning your extensions, you do not
need to avoid the top the extensions, as this will not weaken the Cold Fusion bonding to your hair. If you
choose to sleep with your extensions, it's best to braid your hair or place your hair up. It is not
recommended that you swim with your extensions.

6. When sleeping, it is best to braid your hair or place it up in a bun.  When swimming, put your hair up in a
bun or braid, and wash your hair with the shampoos, conditioners & treatments above, when you get home.

Please remember, you alone are responsible for ensuring the long lasting beauty and maintaining the quality hair
of your hair extensions by taking the simple recommendations and precautions described to you in this leaflet.

The following products have been extensively tested and are highly recommended for your extensions:

1. Schwarzkopf : Shampoo:  BC Bonacure “Hair Therapy Moisture Kick”

OR

1. Redken : Shampoo: “All Soft Shampoo”

2. Schwarzkopf : Rinse out Conditioner: BC Bonacure Hair Therapy Repair Rescue Treatment
     Please leave in for 1 minute only, then rinse thoroughly for 2 to 3 minutes.

3. Schwarzkopf :  Leave in Conditioner BC Bonacure “Hair Therapy Repair Rescue Sealed Ends”

OR

3. Redken : Leave in Conditioner : “All Soft Heavy Cream”

Please be sure to use 1, 2 & 3 above every time you wash your extensions and to keep them healthy & beautiful.


